
Kindergarten Unit 1: Classify and Count Numbers to 10 (8 weeks) 

Stage 1 – Desired Results 

Established Goals 
Unit Description 
Students will understand the relationship between numbers & quantities by making the connection between counting to 
cardinality. The Mathematical Practices should be evident throughout instruction and connected to the content 
addressed in this unit. Students should engage in mathematical tasks that provide an opportunity to connect content 
and practices. 
 
Common Core Learning Standards 
K.MD.3: Classify objects into given categories; count the numbers of objects in each category & sort the categories by 
count 
K.CC.4: Understand the relationship between numbers and quantities, connect counting to cardinality 
              a. When counting objects, say the number names in the standard order, pairing each object with one and only   
                  one number name, and each number name with one and only one object. 
              b. Understand that the last number name said tells the number of objects counted. The number of objects is the  
                  same regardless of their arrangement or the order in which they were counted. 
              c. Understand that each successive number name refers to a quantity that is one larger. 
              d. Develop understanding of ordinal numbers (first through tenth) to describe the relative position and  
                  magnitude of whole numbers 
 
Common Core Standards of Mathematical Practice 

1. Make sense of problems and persevere in solving them.  
2. Reason abstractly and quantitatively.  
3. Construct viable arguments and critique the reasoning of others.  
4. Model with mathematics.  
5. Use appropriate tools strategically.  
6. Attend to precision.  
7. Look for and make use of structure.  
8. Look for and express regularity in repeated reasoning.  

 
ESL Language Standards 
Standard 1: Students will listen, speak, read, and write in English for information and understanding 

 Indicator 4: Compare, contrast, and categorize to gain a deeper understanding of information and objects  

 Indicator 5: Formulate, ask, and respond to questions to obtain and provide information and meaning 

 Indicator 7: Present information clearly in oral and graphic forms 

 Indicator 13: Engage in collaborative activities through a variety of student groupings to gather, share, discuss, 
and present information 

 Indicator 15: Apply self-monitoring and self-correcting strategies for language production 
Standard 3: Students will listen, speak, read, and write in English for critical analysis and evaluation 

 Indicator 4: Evaluate students’ own and others’ work individually and collaboratively, on the basis of established 
criteria 

 Indicator 6: Speak persuasively and clearly with attention to appropriate grammar, vocabulary, and 
pronunciation 

 Indicator 8: Apply self-monitoring and self-correcting strategies to adjust language production to effectively 
express ideas and opinions 

 Indicator 9: Apply learning strategies to explore a variety of materials 
Standard 4: Students will listen, speak, read, and write in English for classroom and social interaction 

 Listen attentively and take turns speaking when engaged in pair, group, or full-class discussions on personal, 
social, and academic topics 



 Follow oral and written directions to participate in classroom and social activities 
 

Big Ideas 
1. The set of real numbers is infinite, and each real 
number can be associated with a unique point on the 
number line 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2. Two- and three- dimensional objects can be described, 
classified, and analyzed by their attributes, and their 
location can be described quantitatively.  
 

Essential Questions 
1. How can you find out how many objects there are in a 
set? 
1. How can you show the same quantity in different ways? 
1. How does the arrangement of a group of objects affect 
that group’s quantity? 
1. How are consecutive counting numbers related to one 
another? 
1. How can numbers be used to tell the position of objects 
in a sequence? 
1. How do we use counting in our everyday life? 
 
2. What makes one shape different from another shape? 
2. How can we sort a group of objects by their traits? 

Content (Students will know….) 
A. There is a standard counting order 
 
 
B. When counting a set of objects, each object is 

associated with one and only one number name 
 
 
 
C. The last number name tells the number of objects 

counted 
 
D. The number of objects in a group does not change if 

the objects are moved, rearranged, hidden, or 
counted in a different order 

 
E. Each consecutive number is one larger than the last 
 
F. Objects can be described by their position or 

placement (ordinal numbers) 
 
G. Objects can be categorized into group based on how 

they are the same (color, size, shape, etc) 
 

Skills (Students will be able to…) 
A1. Count in sequence starting from 1 to 10 
A2. Count starting from numbers other than 1 
 
B1. Count a group of objects using one-to-one 
correspondence (each object is given one and only one 
number) 
 
 
C1. Count to answer, “how many are there?” questions and 
understand that the last number tells how many 
 
D1. Count to answer “how many?” when objects are 
moved, re-arranged, hidden, or counted in a different order 
 
 
E1. Counting-on by one 
 
F1. Use the terms first through tenth to describe the 
positions of objects relative to that of others 
 
G1. Sort objects into groups based on how they are the 
same 
G2.  Count the number of objects in a category 
G3.  Sort the categories by count 
 

Terms/ Vocabulary 
number names to 10, ordinal numbers to ten (first, second, third….tenth) order, object, one more, sort, category 
 

Stage 2 – Assessment Evidence 
 

Performance Task 
Final Performance Task: “Clean the Class” 
Initial Performance Task:  “Clean the Class 
 

Other Evidence 
Teacher observation, conferencing, teacher designed 
assessment pieces, student work, exit slips 
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Stage 3 – Learning Plan 
 

Everyday Mathematics CCLS Aligned Lessons: 
The following lessons will support some of the CCLS and essential questions found in this unit map. 

 K.CC.4: 1-3, 1-5, 1-6, 1-7, 1-8, 1-9, 1-10, 1-11, 1-12, 1-13, 1-14, 1-16, 2-6, 2-7, 2-8, 2-9, 2-11, 2-12, 3-3, 3-5,  3-8, 
3-9, 3-16, 4-6, 4-7, 4-8, 4-12, 5-1, 5-8, 6-11, 7-2, 7-5, 7-7, 7-12, 8-1, 8-5 

 K.MD.3: 1-6, 1-8, 1-11, 2-1, 2-2, 2-3, 2-8, 2-10, 2-16, 3-14, 4-10, 4-13, 5-13, 6-5, 6-6, 7-14, 8-2, 8-6 
 

Additional Resources:  
http://www.k-5mathteachingresources.com/kindergarten-math-activities.html 

 All activities listed under Kindergarten Number Activities: Counting and Cardinality 
 
https://msad15performancebasededucation.wikispaces.com/file/view/MA.K.MD+Unit+Plan+and+Performance+Task.do
c+-+NeoOffice+Writ.pdf 

 This activity address the standards and essential questions for measurement and data addressed in this unit 
 

Georgia Kindergarten Units:  
Unit 1: Counting with Friends: https://www.georgiastandards.org/Common-
Core/Common%20Core%20Frameworks/CCGPS_Math_K_Unit1FrameworkSE.pdf 

 Got Dots? pgs. 13-16 

 Fill the Chutes? pgs. 32-35 

 The Cardinal Cup (0-10) pgs. 39-42 
Unit 3: Sophisticated Shapes: https://www.georgiastandards.org/Common-
Core/Common%20Core%20Frameworks/CCGPS_Math_K_Unit3FrameworkSE.pdf 

 Attributes Rule! pgs. 25-27 

 Shape Sort pgs. 42-45 
Unit 5: Measuring and Analyzing Data: https://www.georgiastandards.org/Common-
Core/Common%20Core%20Frameworks/CCGPS_Math_K_Unit5FrameworkSE.pdf 

 Sorting Attribute Blocks pgs. 74-77 

 Fun with Sorting pgs. 78-82 

 Sorting Money pgs. 83-87 
Guess My Sort pgs. 92-94 
 
https://msad15performancebasededucation.wikispaces.com/file/view/MA.K.MD+Unit+Plan+and+Performance+Task.do

c+-+NeoOffice+Writ.pdf 

*Leaf sort – when given leaves of different shapes, sizes, colors, sort the leaves into groups. Then, determine how many 

leaves there are in each group 

 
 
 

http://www.k-5mathteachingresources.com/kindergarten-math-activities.html
https://msad15performancebasededucation.wikispaces.com/file/view/MA.K.MD+Unit+Plan+and+Performance+Task.doc+-+NeoOffice+Writ.pdf
https://msad15performancebasededucation.wikispaces.com/file/view/MA.K.MD+Unit+Plan+and+Performance+Task.doc+-+NeoOffice+Writ.pdf
https://www.georgiastandards.org/Common-Core/Common%20Core%20Frameworks/CCGPS_Math_K_Unit1FrameworkSE.pdf
https://www.georgiastandards.org/Common-Core/Common%20Core%20Frameworks/CCGPS_Math_K_Unit1FrameworkSE.pdf
https://www.georgiastandards.org/Common-Core/Common%20Core%20Frameworks/CCGPS_Math_K_Unit3FrameworkSE.pdf
https://www.georgiastandards.org/Common-Core/Common%20Core%20Frameworks/CCGPS_Math_K_Unit3FrameworkSE.pdf
https://www.georgiastandards.org/Common-Core/Common%20Core%20Frameworks/CCGPS_Math_K_Unit5FrameworkSE.pdf
https://www.georgiastandards.org/Common-Core/Common%20Core%20Frameworks/CCGPS_Math_K_Unit5FrameworkSE.pdf
https://msad15performancebasededucation.wikispaces.com/file/view/MA.K.MD+Unit+Plan+and+Performance+Task.doc+-+NeoOffice+Writ.pdf
https://msad15performancebasededucation.wikispaces.com/file/view/MA.K.MD+Unit+Plan+and+Performance+Task.doc+-+NeoOffice+Writ.pdf


Kindergarten Unit 1: Classify and Count Numbers to 10 (8 weeks) 

Performance Task: Clean the Class 

Directions: Teachers should use this task format for the Initial Assessment and the End of Unit 

Performance Task. Different objects should be used for each assessment. Consider using a variety 

of objects that differ in size, color or texture in order to provide access to all students.  

Materials: 

 Sort-able objects with at least 2 measurable attributes – color, size, shape, # of 

sides/corners 

 Work paper with two baskets for sorting – consider using two separate sheets of paper/cut 

out circles, cups, or real baskets, etc. (for a more distinct visual division between the 

groups). 

 Teacher recording sheet, to note student behaviors throughout performance task 

Part 1: 

 Gather objects from the classroom that can be sorted/categorized into two or more groups. 
o There should be no more than 10 objects in each group (ex: less than 10 red objects, 

less than 10 blue objects OR less than 10 triangles, and less than 10 squares). 
  

 Show student which “bowl” (see materials) they will be asked to sort objects into.  Tell 
student: “When you are finished sorting the objects, I am going to ask you to count the 
number in each category” 
 

 Ask the student to sort their objects into the two “bowls”.  
 

 When the student is finished sorting, ask him/her to describe using words how he/she sorted. 
Give student adequate time to consider their answer, and look over their work. 

o Possible questions: how did you sort? How do you know that you sorted correctly? 
Record student answers, note whether or not student touches objects to describe 
their thinking.  
 

 Ask the student to identify how many objects he/she has in each group. Note how student 
counts (touches, moves, tags, keeps track, etc) on teacher recording sheet.   

Part 2: 

 Ask student to select one group (eg. All of the large circles). Move other group to the side 
to decrease distraction.  
 

 Ask student to line the objects up (visually and physically organize).  

 Ask, “What is the ordinal number of the last object in line? 
o If student cannot answer, rephrase the question (what’s another way we can 

name that last number? What’s another way you can tell me how many you 
have?) 

 

 



Example of Possible Performance Task Script (SAMPLE): 

Materials: 

 Counting bears, colored tiles, colored cubes, various sizes of buttons, or various size of colors 
of paper clips (no more than 10 of each category of each item) 

o Example (9 blue bears, 4 red bears, 7 yellow bears) 

 Work paper with two bowls (or more) for sorting 

 Teacher recording sheet, to note student behaviors throughout performance task 
 

Part 1:  

This morning, I came into our classroom and all of our manipulatives were all over the classroom. The 

whole room was a mess and nothing was in the right place! Look, the bears and the blocks are all 

mixed together (show student all objects for task mixed together). We have been practicing sorting 

different objects into categories, so let’s put our skills to use! You will need to sort these objects to 

help put our classroom back in order. Let’s clean up the class! (Student will engage in sorting the 

mixed group of objects by one attribute into two or more groups).  

Wow, you’re a super sorter! Can you tell me about how you sorted? Can you describe your groups? 

How do you know that you sorted correctly? How many _______ do you have? How many _______ 

do you have? (These questions will depend on the way that the student chooses to sort) 

Part 2: 

Great!  Now, let’s walk our objects back to their special home in our classroom. Can you pick one of 

your groups to put away first? (Student should pick one of the two groups formed). Put your objects in 

line, just like our class walks through the school.  

 

What is the ordinal number for the last object in your line?  

 

 

*Student can then put the sorted objects into baggies or bins to finish the clean up activity 

 

 

 

 

*Note: Universal Design for Learning asks educators to ensure that all students have access 

to rigorous curriculum. Consider using MANY different attributes (not just color) in order to 

allow visual/auditory/tactile learners to perform the task to the best of their ability.  



Clean up the Class 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Clean up the Class 

 

 

 

 

 

                  

 



 Teacher Recording Sheet:  

Kindergarten Unit 1 Performance Task: Clean the Class 

 

Student Name Sort mixed group of 

objects in one way 

Describe/explain 

sorting 

Count and 

compare groups 

formed 

Identify ordinal 

number  

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

 

 

 

 

 

 



Kindergarten Unit 1 

Initial and Final Performance Task: Clean the Class  

Scoring Guide 

Clean the Class                                                                                                                Rubric 

The core elements of performance required by this task are: 

 Classifying objects, and counting and comparing resulting groups; 
Using ordinal numbers to describe position 

Based on these, credit for specific aspects of performance should be assigned 

as follows: 

 

Points 

Section 

Points 

1. Sorts objects correctly by one attribute 

 Possible ways to sort include, by color, by size, by shape (any attribute 
that makes the objects in each group go together) 

 

 

 

1 

 

 

1 

2. Correctly identifies sorting rule 

 Possible explanations might include, “I sorted by color,” “These are all 
triangles and these are all squares,” “These are all the same (and 
identifies how)” 

 

 

1 

 

 

1 

 

3.a. Correctly identifies “how many” items are in each group by counting 

3.b. Correctly identifies which group has more/less items  

3.c. Explains how he/she knows which group has more/less items 

 Ex: “This one has more because it has 9 and 9 is more than 7” 

 

1 

1 

1 

 

 

 

3 

 

4. Uses correct ordinal number to describe the placement of the last object in 

a line 

 

1 

 

1 

                                                                                                                                 

Total Points 

6 6 

 

Novice Apprentice Practitioner Expert 

0 1 - 2 3 - 5 6 

 

 


